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1. Motivation

Large-scale Internet-service providers such as Amazon, Google, Facebook, and Microsoft generate tens of millions of data events per second (Bailis et al. 2017). To handle such high throughput, they have traditionally resorted to offline batch systems, e.g., Spark SQL (Armbrust et al. 2015) and Hadoop MapReduce (Dean and Ghemawat 2008). More recently, however, there has been an increasing trend towards switching to online streaming systems to ensure timely processing and avoid the delays incurred by batching (Jindal et al. 2017; Meehan et al. 2017; Abraham et al. 2013).

Fully achieving the benefits promised by these online systems, however, proved particularly challenging. To start with, event-based workloads exhibit high temporal and spatial variability, up to an order of magnitude compared to the average load (Kulkarni et al. 2015; Netflix 2016). Further, due to the large number of servers involved, failures and hardware heterogeneity makes it hard to ensure stable and predictable performance. Together these issues significantly complicate resource provisioning, forcing system administrators to over-provision resources, with the obvious negative consequences on cost and complexity.

An alternative and more efficient approach would be to dynamically modify the system reconfiguration (e.g., by adding/removing resources or by redistributing operators) whenever the workload or the environment changes. This would entail extending the streaming platform with a set of control policies and mechanisms that can reconfigure the setup based on the new conditions. Such approach, however, requires addressing four main requirements.

Programmability The control plane should be able to support a heterogeneous set of policies, providing sufficient hooks to monitor the current performance and supporting flexible triggers to react accordingly;

Easy-to-understand abstraction The control plane should make it easier for developers to create new custom policies, using a simple and intuitive interface;

Zero downtime The control plane should able to reconfigure systems without downtime. Taking system offline incurs data loss and delays that can negatively affect downstream computation (Goel et al. 2014);

Scalability and low-overhead The control plane should be able to support an arbitrarily large number of policies and should add negligible runtime overhead.

To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing streaming systems fully addresses the requirements above. Heron (Kulkarni et al. 2015) and Flink (Carbone et al. 2015) have monolithic control planes, lacking a well-defined control-plane API, which makes it hard to implement new control policies. Further, they rely on a centralized controller architecture, which suffers from scalability limits. Therefore, Heron and Flink support only a small set of predefined control policies (dynamic scaling and back pressure). Moreover, during reconfigurations, these systems have to freeze data processing and save / recover intermediate state, resulting in noticeable system downtime. Spark Streaming (Zaharia et al. 2013), instead, adopts a micro-batching-style architecture in which a set of events is buffered and processed as a batch. While this model allows to modify a dataflow across batches, it has limited flexibility due to the hard batch boundaries and incur high runtime overhead due to the synchronization and scheduling operations required.

2. Our Approach

To address the shortcomings of today’s systems, we propose a novel design that integrates the data- and control-plane. The key idea is to treat control events as data events, adopting a shared programming and management style. Control
events are interposed in between data events and are propagated as part of the data event stream. This yields several key advantages. First, by leveraging the existing data pipeline, control events can be streamed at high rate and in a scalable fashion, without requiring any ad hoc mechanism. This enables running multiple control policies concurrently (e.g., in a multi-tenant scenario or for A/B testing of new policies), without impacting the overall system performance. Second, adding control events right after data events provides an intuitive way to logically define the boundaries of data events to which the control events are applied. Thanks to the reliable and in-order delivery provided by the underlying data channel, this greatly simplifies control management because no coordination is required to ensure that no events have been missed by the control operations. Finally, along with local-blocking events, our design also supports non-blocking control events, which are processed and transferred asynchronously, thus avoiding expensive global synchronization and high runtime overhead. This makes it easy to efficiently implement global operations (e.g., snapshotting), which typically entail costly synchronization steps.

Control actions are triggered asynchronously on the different dataflow nodes depending on spatial and temporal conditions. Control events are defined using an extensible interface inspired by the reactive programming paradigm. This significantly reduces the burden on developers when implementing new control policies as they do not have to learn a separate API or rely on different management tools. Our simple API can encode a wide range of control policies, including stateful dynamic scaling, hot query refinement, non-blocking checkpoints, and asynchronous replays. These events require local synchronization for multiple channel inputs so that they can preserve the order of concurrent control policies (i.e., local-blocking). In addition, we also developed the control events for batch completion, watermark advancement, heartbeat, and statistics collection. These events are tolerant to processing order and thus do not require local synchronization (i.e., non-blocking).

To validate our claims and evaluate the runtime performance of our new control-plane design, we implemented it on top of Flare, a new distributed streaming dataflow system that is incubated within Microsoft. Flare exposes traditional stream analytic operators including windowing, group-by aggregates, filters, stream joins and user-defined functions. These operators can be combined to express complex event processing logic and then translated into a streaming dataflow. Multiple data flows are managed by parallel controllers. They are independently monitoring performance and executing control policies, thus establishing concurrent feedback-loop controls. To achieve performance, Flare is built on top of Orleans (Bernstein et al. 2014), a scalable distributed actor framework, and uses Trill (Chandramouli et al. 2014) as the underlying stream processing engine.

While we chose to showcase our approach on top of Flare for ease of implementation and deployment on our internal clusters, our design is not tied to a specific platform and, with modest additional engineering effort, it can be ported to existing systems such as Flink, which supports checkpoint messages that can serve as the starting point for implementing the control events proposed by this paper.

3. Current Status

We are finalizing the implementation of Flare and in the process of deploying it onto a production ingestion cluster, comprising hundreds of servers. In the following, we outline the control policies that we have developed thus far and report on the results of our preliminary experiments on an Azure VM cluster.

**Statistic collection.** We implemented a control policy to collect statistics generated by each data flow node and propagate them with the data stream to the controller, which then merges all of them to generate aggregate statistics. In our Azure testbed, transferring control events incurs microsecond-level latency within the local server and millisecond-level latency across servers.

**Batch control event** We developed a control policy that dynamically adjusts the data batch size to meet a latency threshold. A large batch amortizes per-event runtime overhead but incurs additional buffering latency. We investigate the performance of a data flow using different batch sizes. We then collect all aggregates and merge them using a map-reduce parallel execution plan. We run the Yahoo Streaming Benchmark (Chintapalli et al. 2016) using 16 servers with 4 vCPU and 28 GB RAM that continuously receive events from the network. With a small batch size (100 events) this cluster processes 3.2 millions events/s with a processing latency of 232 ms. Increasing the batch size to 5,000 achieves a throughput of 25.1 millions events/s but at the cost of a latency of 489 ms.

**Topology control policy** Flare uses topology control events not only for expanding or shrinking a single dataflow processing stage to cope with variable load, but also for adjusting a query plan by inserting or deleting a stage during uptime. Unlike existing systems such as Heron, Flink or Spark Streaming, which require to suspend the system when reconfiguring the query plan, Flare relies on non-intrusive topology control events to enforce distributed asynchronous modification, making negligible impacts towards processing throughput. Since control events are embedded in the data stream, it is easy to provide global snapshotting. This enables the system to identify the data events processed by the old and new topology. This further allows the controller to correctly handle data dependencies and perform source replays in case of failures.
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